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It's been a long time coming, we have been really busy over the last 2 months and have now
decided to announce that PHPNuke Clan Themes has released a new Call of Duty 4 theme. 
Call of Duty 4 Theme is a an exciting and one of a kind PHPNuke Theme. It has many great
features including a users control panel in the header, and a matching flash shout module and
block.

Description:
A excellent example of a Call of Duty 4 clan template. The header is part flash part image, The
flash work has a nice smoke effect from the vents, subtle and not to over the top.. No annoying
sounds or constant flashing parts. I have also incorporated a user's control panel under the
main header. The control panel works in a 2 way effect for users logged out or in. When logged
out, they get the log in form and 6 rotating banners to the right which can be edited (instructions
and psd included). When a user logs in the control panel changes and adds many features,
Private Messages, IP, Total Members, Online Now and a lot more great links. It also has
scrolling site news underneath the control panel, and did I mention the user's Avatar?

Overall a top class theme !

Features:
Flash Shout Box with instructions
Matching Forums
Flash Matching Clock
Fixed width theme suitable for 1024 screen resolutions and over
Links Fade script
No Right Click script (Admin can right click)
Rotating Banner placement in header/top of theme
Fixed advertisement in centre of footer for the Advertisement Module

Extras:
Your Account Images
Join Us image and instructions
Topics Images and setup instructions
Modules PSD
Theme fonts
Extra Images
Banner Image  Preview Theme
www.clan-themes.co.uk Making Clans Look Good!!
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